This paper is mainly devoted to a distributed iterative learning control design for a class of nonlinear discrete-time multi-agent systems in the presence of randomly varying iteration lengths. A stochastic variable is introduced and utilized to construct a consensus error with iteration-varying lengths. The distributed ILC law using the consensus error term is considered, contraction mapping and λ-norm technique methods are employed to develop a sufficient condition for the asymptotic stability of ILC. It is shown that all agents can be guaranteed to achieve finite-time tracking with randomly varying iteration lengths, even under the condition that the desired trajectory is available to not all, but only a portion of agents. The proposed algorithm is also extended to achieve consensus control for switching topologies multi-agent systems with iteration-varying lengths. Two illustrative examples are given to demonstrate the effectiveness of the theoretical results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-agent system is a complex network system, which is consist of multiple cooperative individual agents mutually complete one task, such as practically application in cloud computing, social network and microgrid [1] - [4] etc. In the control field, the process that how to achieve this kind of cooperation action among agents is called cooperative control of multiagent system. Recently, the cooperative control problems of multi-agent systems have attracted considerable attention due to its wide applications such as mobile robots, unmanned air vehicles, satellites, traffic signal [5] - [8] . The consensus control problem, aiming at enabling all agents to reach an agreement on some quantity of interest, is a basic issue of multi-agent systems coordination control problem. Moreover, other coordination problems can be transformed The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Zhan Bu . and viewed as a class of consensus problem, especially the multi-agent formation issues.
A. RELATED WORK Numerous existing results have been devoted to giving new protocols and solutions to consensus problems until recently, such as robust control method, adaptive control method, state feedback control method and state observer method [9] - [12] . In practice, however, there exists a class of practical coordination tasks that are repeated within a finite time interval for multi-agent systems. It is mainly because the convergence rate is often considered as an important index for the performance evaluation of consensus protocols. As a consequence, the finite-time consensus is desirable in many situations such as trajectory-keeping control of flying satellites in [13] , precise tracking control of industrial robots and computer numerical controller (CNC) machine tools in [14] , trajectorytracking of high-speed railways in [15] .
Consider effective repeated operation techniques, iterative learning control has been proved for its ability to achieve a perfect tracking performance by utilizing past control experience. The ILC is certified not only efficient to a single system [16] - [19] but also applicable to multiagent systems. In [20] , a distributed ILC is considered for multi-agent tracking control and multi-agent formation control respectively. Considered the different learning speed of agents, an ILC algorithm with input sharing is proposed for multi-agent consensus tracking in [21] . To overcome the difficulty of modeling, a model free adaptive ILC approach only based on I/O data is given to solve consensus tracking problem for nonlinear multi-agent systems in [22] . Besides, there still are works investigating the multi-agent iterative learning control, such as formation control [23] , [24] , multi-agent systems with time-varying delaying [25] and saturation constraint [26] , etc.
However, the aforementioned results are all developed on a potential hypothesis that each iteration keeps identical operation length and equals with desired length. Practically, iteration lengths may be varied randomly along the repetitive process due to complex factors. That is, trial duration in iteration axis varying rather not uniform and in time axis may longer or shorter than the desired one [27] - [30] . For example, an experimental case that gait training incomplete and terminate early of many stroke patients due to patients' limited abilities and strength to lift the foot, which is called pathological gait of drop foot syndrome [31] , [32] .
Consider random varied lengths problem, some works have probed to deal with it by designing iteration learning control algorithm. An iterative learning control algorithm with iteration-average operator is proposed to solve the varying iteration length in [33] . In [34] , a stronger convergence result for nonlinear ILC systems with iteratively length varying problems has been obtained. For a class of nonlinear system with uncertain parameters, an adaptive iterative learning control protocol is designed to guarantee high precise tracking performance as the iteration number goes to infinity, analysed by a composite energy function technical in [35] . Compared with results of nonlinear system, results of linear system with random iteration lengths problem have rendered as well in [36] . It is evidenced that iterative learning control method is effective to solve random varied lengths problem. However, solutions to multiagent systems with random varied lengths problem is fruitless and need to be resolved.
B. OUR CONTRIBUTION
Motivated by the existing literatures, we can observe the following facts. First, most papers have focused on the dynamic model of agent is a continuous-time system or linear continuous-time system such as those in [9] - [12] , [15] , [18] . The results on discrete-time multiagent system dynamic, originated from practical systems, are not much. This is our first motivation to fill in this gap. Moreover, the random iteration lengths are all considered for an single system so far. Therefore, it is significant to consider multiagent systems in present of iterative varying lengths issue. This leads to our second motivation to revisit the controller design. In a few words, this paper devotes itself to the exploration of new system, new controller design.
In this paper, we aim to enable high precise consensus tracking for a class of nonlinear multi-agent systems with iterative random varying lengths in the finite time interval. To achieve this goal, we design a distributed ILC algorithm, its framework as follows: first, a stochastic variable is introduce to describe iterative varying lengths for agents, and then, a modified consensus error is constructed based on stochastic variable and the agents' interaction, which is finally integrated into the control law with past control input. The convergence analysis is deviated using the contraction mapping method and supreme λ-norm technique. Through rigorous analysis of tracking error expectation, a sufficient condition is derived to guarantee asymptotic stability of multiagent system. It is shown that although iteration lengths randomly varying, the proposed algorithm can also ensure agents all reach a perfect consensus and tracking performance in the finite interval. In addition, we elaborate the extensions to case of agents' communication topology is iterative switching. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed iterative learning protocol, simulation results are given by a five agents multiagent system in directed graph and iterative switching graphs, respectively.
The main contribution of the this paper are summarized as follows:
(i) The randomly varying iteration lengths problem is addressed for a class of repetitive nonlinear multi-agent systems, while the existing works mainly focus on single control system. The problem for multiagent system is more complex than a single system, especially at the integration of agent information with lengths varying.
(ii) Distributed iterative learning controller consisting of a modified consensus tracking error term, which is constructed by the introduced stochastic variable, is proposed. The proposed scheme is also applied to various nonuniform scenarios in ILC such as nonuniform tracking references.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Consensus problem is introduced in Section 2. Algorithm design and main consensus result are derived in Section 3 and then extended to switching topologies multi-agent systems consensus in Section 4. Simulation results, and then conclusions, are given in Section 5 and 6, respectively. For clarity and convenience, the notations and variables used in this paper are listed in Table 1 .
where α > 1 is a suitable selected constant and is a finite discrete set of k.
II. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM FORMULATION A. PRELIMINARIES
Graph theory has been an effective tool to analyze coordination problems of multi-agent systems. A weighted directed graph G = (V , E , A ) is described by a vertex set V = {1, 2, . . . , N }, an edge set E ⊆ V × V and a weighted adjacency matrix A = (a i,j ) ∈ R N ×N . If agent j can receive information from agent l represent as (l, j) ∈ E and then j is called the child of l, l is the parent of j. V l = {l ∈ V |(l, j) ∈ E } is defined as the set of neighbors of the agent j. If (j, l) ∈ E , a l,j = 1, otherwise a l,j = 0. Particularly, a j,j = 0. Defined the Laplacian as G , where L = D − A denotes a degree matrix and D = diag{d in 1 , d in 2 , . . . , d in N }. A spanning tree is a graph and each vertex of the spanning tree owns exactly one parent besides the root one having no parent.
B. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider multi-agent systems consisting of N nonlinear affine systems labeled 1 to N , the dynamics of agent j given as following:
where i ∈ Z + , k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T d }. x i,j ∈ R n 1 , y i,j ∈ R n 2 and u i,j ∈ R p denote state, output and input of dynamic system (1), respectively. f (·) : R n 1 → R n 1 is an unknown nonlinear function. B, C are constant matrices with appropriate dimensions and CB is a full rank matrix.
The following assumptions are required for the technical analysis.
Assumption 1:
Remark 1: In this paper, the mean of theoretical analysis is mainly relay on the contraction mapping technology. However, in the existing literature, contraction mapping based ILC is only applicable to global Lipschitz systems. Extension to local Lipschitz systems remains open. That is, this assumption is necessary for the analysis process.
As a consensus task is to enable agents reaching a common value rather than a specified value as desired. Then leaderfollower strategy is used, where the anticipated expectation is regard as a leader to guarantee each agent follows the leader. Assume y d (k) is a given desired trajectory, treating as a virtual leader marked 0. On the other hand, we consider y d (k) only available to a portion of agents, that is, only part agents can directly access y d (k). For the given bounded desired trajectory y d (k), there exists a unique bounded desired control input u d (k) such that
Since leader agent transfers information to partial agents, the leader and whole agents form a new communication topologyḠ = (0 ∪ V ,Ē ,Ā ), whereĒ is the new edge set andĀ is the new adjacency matrix. Assumption 2: GraphḠ = (0 ∪ V ,Ē ,Ā ) has a spanning tree with the virtual leader being the root.
Assumption 3:
Assumption 4: The identical iteration length of each agent is assumed.
Remark 2: Assumption 3 is a fundamental condition for ILC systems. In [25] the identical initialization condition was released by assuming E{x i (0)} = x d (0). Without loss of generality, this paper still follows identical initialization condition.
Remark 3: As for assumption 4, a consensus tracking task considered in this paper is agents simultaneously reach consensus and tracking performance. That means when agents terminate at different time points caused by its capability and limitation, the achievement of the consensus tracking task depends on the shortest interval of agents in each iteration. The situation indeed equals that agents have identical length in one iteration, since the extra incomplete communication data cannot be used in controller design. The assumption 4 ensures the neighbors' information transmitted to agent's controller is an integral data, which surely dropped parts measured data and acquired less than actual output data. But if in such a situation the proposed ILC can also guarantee agents consensus tracking performance, the effectiveness of the designed algorithm is verified. How to make fully use of incomplete memorized data as lengths of agents are distinct in practice is an issue that we are planned to do in the further work.
According to nearest neighbor interaction rule, consensus tracking error
where y i,l denotes the output of agent l, l ∈ V j . a j,l ∈ A and A is the adjacency matrix of graph G . The value of d j takes 0/1, which related to whether agent j can directly obtain information of leader agent. If the desired trajectory can be directly obtained by agent j, d j = 1; otherwise, d j = 0. For all agents, the access ability to the leader agent information is summarized by a diagonal matrix
However, each trial length may be not right equal to the desired length T d as shown in Fig. 1 . Denote T m as the minimum reachable length. That is, actual operation length varies longer than T m and the possible operation length belongs to set {T m + 1, · · · , T d , T d + 1, · · ·}. Denote T i as actual length in ith iteration of agent j, which randomly varied as iteration number increase. There will occur two scenarios: 1). T m < T i ≤ T d , the tracking information among T i and T d is absent.
2). T i > T d , actual length exceeds the desired one and the tracking information in desired interval completely obtained.
Remark 4: This paper is mainly focused on consensus tracking control within a finite desired interval. But scenario 2 means that the information among the desired interval we wanted is fully available. Then the exceed part become redundant and helpless to the learning process of desired time period. Therefore scenario 1 is only take into consideration.
To this end, the control objective is to design an ILC algorithm to achieving consensus tracking for a class of repetitive nonlinear multi-agent systems with random varying iteration lengths, where the desired time interval is {0, 1, 2, . . . T d }.
III. ILC DESIGN AND CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
In this section, a stochastic variable r i (k) is firstly defined, which satisfied Bernoulli distribution and valued of 0/1, k ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , T i }. If r i (k) = 1, the control process can continues to the k time instant in the ith iteration and P{r i (k) = 1} = p(k). Otherwise, r i (k) = 0 denotes the control process cannot continues to time instant k and P{r i (k) = 0} = 1 − p(k). Notice that when r i (k) = 1 the information before the time k obtained as well. That is
where T i denotes the ends point of ith iteration.
Since T m is the minimum length, the control process in {0, 1, 2, · · · , T m } is surely occurred and not affected by the randomly varying factor. That is, p(k) = 1 always holds when k ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , T m }. Correspondingly, 0 < p(k) < 1 when T m < T i ≤ T d occurs and there will be no information available k ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , T i }. It is worth noting that p(k) is a prespecified function of time k.
An event A l is defined to compute p(k), which denotes one operation process ends at
Assumption 5: It is assumed that P{A l } = p l , which implies that the probability of T i = T m +l is p l and 0 ≤ p l < 1 is a known constant.
Notice that event A l contains all iterations which end at the time instant T i = T m + l. Moreover, P{A l } is a probability for these iterations. Different events A l are mutually exclusive. Then, r i (k) = 1 represents the events that end at and after the time instant k, that is
which further leads to
Remark 5: The probability p l is different with the probability p(k), which is include in p(k). In the view of iteration axis, (5) means p(k) is the probability of event set that iteration process continues at time k. Moreover,
Based on the stochastic variable r i (k), a consensus tracking error is defined as which renders to
With the help of the consensus tracking error, a distributed P-type ILC scheme is proposed as
where F is a gain matrix with appropriate dimension needs to be selected.
To improve the comprehensibility of the framework, we given a block diagram of the proposed scheme (8) in Fig. 2 . Each agent has its controller, and for instance, the jth agent's update process is shown in the figure. The output of jth agent and neighbor agents make up the consensus item, which is l∈V j a j,l (y i,l (k) − y i,j (k)). If agent j can directly receive leader's information, then this tracking item integrates with consensus item into the consensus tracking term. With this error term, the control law is complete by adding the past round control input as well. Consider the randomly varying length as iteration changes, the consensus tracking error may be incomplete or empty in some continuous instants. Under these circumstances, we define the consensus tracking term as 0, that is, the control law doesn't update and the input keep the same as past time in information blank period.
The following theorem presents the main result of this paper. Proof: Firstly, the compact form of x i,j (k), y i,j (k), u i,j (k), e i,j (k) is given to simplify the analysis
The multi-agent systems (1) can be written as
where
Similarly, the consensus tracking error is written as
Then the modified consensus tracking error ξ * i,j (k) with stochastic variable is compacted as 
And subtracting y y y i (k + 1) with y y y d (k + 1), tracking error is obtained as e e e i (k + 1) = y y y d (k + 1) − y y y i (k + 1)
Taking Euclidean norm of both sides of (14),
Based on assumption 1, the state error x x x i (k) can be obtained as
. As identical initial condition holds in assumption 3, b 0 = 0. Then, (17) equals
Substituting (18) to (16) yields,
multiply both sides of (19) with α −λk ,
where α > max[1, b f ], i.e., α > b f .
Taking the mathematical expectation of (20) ,
There always exist a matrix norm ensure µ 1 = M ≤ ρ < 1 when ρ(M ) ≤ ρ < 1. Further, µ = µ 1 + µ 2 ϕ < 1 holds due to the surely existence for a lager enough α. Hence, lim
Taking λ-norm on both sides of (18) yields,
Then, lim
{ e e e i (k + 1) λ } = 0. That means that when the appropriate gain matrix is selected to satisfy ρ(M ) ≤ ρ < 1, the consensus tracking task of the agents is fulfill by algorithm (8), i.e., lim
Remark 6: In the analysis, the convergence of the system is solved in the sense of λ-norm, however, the λ-norm of error is equivalent to the norm of error. As a result of e e e i (k) λ ≤ e e e i (k) ≤ α −λk e e e i (k) λ from the definition of λ-norm. Note that M = I Np − ((L + D) ⊗ p(k)FCB), M ∈ R Np×Np is a complex matrix including the agent's dynamics and complete the topology information, which makes not easy to find a satisfied F. Steps derivation are needed to simplify condition, a matrix norm operation [14] is defined
in which U is a unitary matrix satisfying = U * (L + D)U . is a upper diagonal matrix with diagonal entries being the eigenvalues of L + D and * denotes matrix conjugate transpose. Q = diag{β, β 2 , . . . , β N }, β = 0 is a constant matrix.
Then, M = I Np − ((L + D) ⊗ p(k)FCB) can be decomposed as
It is obvious that
{I p − λ j p(k)FCB} < 1 holds, the errors of the agents asymptotically converge to 0 along the iteration axis, that is, ∀j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N }, the high precision tracking for all k ∈ [0, T d ] is achieved.
Remark 7: As ρ(M ) ≤ ρ < 1 satisfied, the agents for the considered multi-agent systems can achieve highprecision tracking performance in actual length. It is worth noting that once system stability reaches the high tracking performance here can be attained in any iteration. Although operation endpoints randomly fall at any point between T m and T d , the whole information within desired interval would be completely acquired along the iteration axis. That benefits to updating control algorithm and ensures the whole finite interval tracking performance. Although the random factor is uncontrollable, it is obvious that the shorter random interval is, the more beneficial to the system learning.
IV. EXTENSION TO ITERATION-VARYING TOPOLOGIES
The result addressed in section 3 claims that the proposed ILC with iterative varying length ensures all agents achieve consensus tracking performance under any fixed communication topology with a spanning tree. However, due to the network communication, relations between agents may quick shift as iteration change practically. Then a proposed ILC scheme is extended to iterative independent switching topologies case in this section.
To begin, a piecewise-constant switching signal function σ (i) : [0, ∞) → {1, . . . , S} is defined to describe the variable topologies, where S is a positive integer denoted the total number for possible interaction graphs. s ∈ {1, . . . , S} denotes the current directed graph. For iteration i, s i is a switching sequence obtained under the switching function and one iteration corresponds one s i . Assumption 6: Each switching graphG s = (0 ∪ V s ,Ẽ s ,Ã s ), s ∈ {1, . . . , S} has a spanning tree.
Consider iteration length varied multi-agent systems with switching topologies, the consensus tracking error would iterative change as:
The updating law is designed as
The result for switching topologies case is given as follow: Proof: The consensus tracking error and the system input are firstly written as corresponding compact form
The proof next is similar to that in Theorem 1 and follows that:
That is, there exists a lager enoughα ensureμ = µ 1 +μ 2φ < 1 when ρ(M ) ≤ρ < 1 holds and
Remark 8: It can be seen that the result of theorem 2 is similar to theorem 1, since each switching topologies still a fixed directed graph for multi-agent systems in each iteration. What's more, the switching graphs are always finite. Therefore, there always exists a suitable learning gain matrix ensure the maximum spectral radius ofM in (27) less than 1 subject to all switching topologies information.
V. SIMULATION EXAMPLE

Example 1: Case of fixed topology
In this section, a numerical example was given to verify the convergence analysis. Assume the multi-agent systems consist of 5 agents and the system dynamics of agent shows as follow:
The desired trajectory, i.e., the leader agent is set to y d (k) = 0.2 sin 8k
A fixed communication topology with the virtual leader is shown in Fig. 3 , where y d (k) is labeled by 0.It is obvious that only agent 1 and agent 3 can directly obtained the information of y d (k). Then the Laplacian matrix of given communication topology without leader agent is calculated as
and the diagonal matrix can be acquired meanwhile, D = diag{1, 0, 1, 0, 0}. Let the iterative random varying length occurs among discrete set {41, 42, . . . , 50} and T m = 40. That is the iteration length of the system (31) is randomly varies from 41 to 50. Assume that the stochastic variables r i (k) satisfies uniform distribution, i.e., p(k) = p = 0.1.
The initial state of agents satisfy assumption 3 and set as x x x i,j (0) = [0 0.1] T . The control input u i,j (0) is set to randomly change among [−0.05 0.05]. In simulation, the gain matrix is chosen as F = 0.3. The convergence condition can be validated as max 1 − λ j FCB = 0.9920 < 1, where the eigenvalues of L + D are λ 1 = 0.2679, λ 2 = 1.5858, λ 3 = 2.0000, λ 4 = 3.7321, λ 5 = 4.4142.
Randomly trial lengths with 200 iterations are shown in Fig. 4 . As number of iteration increases, agents perform to tracking desires trajectory under the protocol (8) . The tracking result of 5 agents at 30th and 200th iteration is respectively shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 , where the black solid line denotes the desired trajectory and different colored lines represent the output of 5 agents. It is obvious that as iteration number increases the control performance improved. Although trial length of the 200th iteration is 49 less than the desired trial length, the agents finally achieved perfect tracking of y d (k).
With the help of iterative learning, the system (31) asymptotically stable in 200 iterations. The maximum tracking error of 5 agents is plotted which defined as max{e i,1 (k), e i,2 (k), . . . , e i,5 (k)}. The maximum tracking error for 10th, 30th and 80th iteration is represented by solid line, dashed line, dotted line respectively with the terminal point marked by solid point, in Fig. 7 . It is cleared that the error at the 30th iteration has asymptotic towards 0 along the time axis and 80th iteration has almost converged to 0, even the iteration length of each iteration is different.
The norms e i,j of agents along the iteration axis are shown in Fig. 8 , which indicated the tracking error asymptotical convergence. However, the process is not a monotonous convergence. Since two adjacent iteration lengths possible different and tracking error varies, resulting in a non-smooth convergence curve. However, the error in figure didn't have lager wave motion. That's because the system output in [T i+1 , T d ] is missed and not measurable, making the tracking error in [T i+1 , T d ] meaningless. What's more, the designed control law in blank information interval ([T i+1 , T d ]) is keep control input as last time iteration, which make agents' output stay the same value as past. That leads to even two adjacent iteration lengths are distinct, the maximum tracking error will not fall within this interval. Then the result is that the curve does not fluctuate too much.
Example 2: Case of switching topologies In this subsection, a iteration-varying switched topology case is given for the multi-agent system (31), based on identical tracking trajectory and identical randomly varying interval. That is, T d = 50, T m = 40, and the randomly length varying satisfies uniform distribution, i.e., p(k) = p = 0.1. Consider that there are four switching topologies as shown in Fig. 9 by marking 1 to 4. The switching sequence s i takes the corresponding value as iteration changes. It is obvious that all four switching networks satisfy the spanning tree hypothesis and the Laplacian matrix for four graphs arē The switching sequence s i in 200 iterations are recorded in Fig. 10 . As operation length and network topology varying with iteration number increases, the proposed ILC algorithm (26) can still ensure agents' tracking error converge to zero in the iteration domain. The result shows in Fig. 11 . That is, the iterative learning multi-agent system can achieved high-precise tracking of desired trajectory with algorithm (26) , which further verified the validity of the algorithm.
Since the topology switching increases random factor, the convergence performance is different with fixed topology case, even the two cases have the same probability distribution for operation length. The result of max tracking error with two cases are compared in Fig. 12 .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a distributed iterative learning control algorithm is proposed for a class of nonlinear multi-agent systems consensus tracking problem, where the systems are subject to randomly varying iteration lengths. Based on an introduced stochastic variable, the ILC law is designed by a consensus error term which is conducted by nearest-neighbor interaction rules. A sufficient condition without prior knowledge of probability distribution information of random variables is obtained by means of contraction mapping and λ-norm technique methods. With the proposed ILC scheme, the identical repetitive length requirement for classic ILC is reduced. It is shown that the proposed ILC can guaranteed agents achieve high precision consensus tracking performance with randomly varying lengths. Moreover, the algorithm is extended to iteration-varying communication topologies case. Therefore, the results are of great possibility that it could solve the tracking problem for nonlinear multiagent systems with randomly iteration varying lengths.
